
Rust is a place where things living, built and remembered co-mingle. - Jean-Michel Rabate

Rusting. Often described as aggressive, as attacking the reinforced assertions of 
human property. It is a monster that we desperately try to stop. As rust bores holes  
into our surfaces we fill them up again and again, caught up in a battle to preserve our 
presence against the elements. Rust liquifies metal. Rust opens up holes. Rust voids. 
Rust is a behaviour, it acts in a mutating way. It acts on a surface, but it exists as a 
reaction between surface, salt, air. 

In this time of social distancing we have been experiencing the rusting away of the 
surface of the ‘business-as-usual’ world. For many, it feels as if the world we once 
knew is coming to an end. Or at the very least, that it is difficult to find alternative ways 
of being in a changing world. Artists seem to struggle less with this adaptation - artists 
are used to being in-between. Mutating between worlds is a skill artists know 
all-too-well. For artists, living between worlds is a matter of balancing survival with 
projects of love. 

Sira is inviting artists to climb into the rusting holes that are opening up around us. To 
sit for a while, seeing, feeling, listening. And to simply document and respond to this 
in the form of an artwork. 

We are asking specifically for film-based artists and sound-based artists in SADC to 
apply to this year’s virtual residency who are excited by experimentation and 
collaboration. 

The residency will run from 21 September to 18 October 2020. This is a paid 
residency.

Sira is a virtual residency that acts like salt: it allows for seemingly 
disparate parts to find each other and crystallise into forms of their own 
making. This residency aims to bring artists into an experimental 
collaboration with each other and their own environments. Working with 
difference, artists selected are from differing disciplines based around the 
islands and continents nearby Madagascar. Through finding common salt 
that bonds, Sira aims to experiment with alternative ways of composing 
engagements in this region, despite language barriers, country borders 
and disciplinary divides. Sira is an experiment in composition that looks to 

difference as much as it questions how to occupy the same space. 
For more info see www.africanosyartechange.com/sira 

Sira is initiated by La Teinturerie (www.teinturerie-isart.com) and is 
conceptualised by Africa Nosy Art Echange 
(www.africanosyartechange.com). This program is supported by an ANT 
Mobility Grant from Pro Helvetia Johannesburg financed by the Swiss 

Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC).

Deadline 6 September 2020

To apply, submit a short bio & links to work: 

info@africanosyartechange.com AND lateinturerie.isart@gmail.com


